
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for a contract manufacturing. If you
are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of
qualifications below.

Responsibilities for contract manufacturing

Interface with supply chain on planning the manufacture schedule within a
multiproduct facility to drive efficient manufacture campaigns to the
customer schedule
SAP local key user including administration and optimization
Coordinate with Design Engineers to ensure the manufacturability and
producibility of high quality detail design and manufacturing drawings within
schedule requirements
Reviews and ensures tool, manufacturing process design, production facility
layout and production flow, test and support production of MLS’ family of
products
Participate in component design, systems and sub-assemblies new design,
product improvements or enhancements, identify production problems and
recommend resolution
Create tooling model and drawing in Solid Works or CAD system using digital
mockup to aid manufacturing in animation, interference analysis, validate for
models based assembly and evaluate massive assembly options
Perform basic engineering calculations, failure analysis, cost and scheduling
estimates and write manufacturing specifications, shop order, and formulate
sketches
Provide manufacturing producibility support to designers, draftsmen, and
engineers for technical data package delivery
Must respond positively to changing roles/responsibilities while working in a
high-paced, challenging work environment
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relationship depending on the size and tier of the supplier

Qualifications for contract manufacturing

Demonstrated ability to lead a team, and get things done through influence
in a matrix environment
Strong business knowledge of biotech/pharma manufacturing operations,
product and process development, finance, and supply chain operations
Strong compliance orientation and attention to detail within a cGMP
environment
Experience with manufacturing of solid oral dosage products, including API,
drug product and packaging
Direct experience with new product launches
Knowledge of Lean / Six Sigma and risk management tools (e.g., FMEA)


